
Sand Filter Maintenance

Turn off the filter
Connect the vacuum hose to the backwash/waste valve
Change the valve to backwash, in a clockwise rotation
Turn the filter/pump back on (you'll see dirty water coming out)
Run for 1-3 minutes (or until the water is clear)
Turn off the filter/pump
Change the valve to rinse, in a clockwise rotation
Turn the filter/pump back on (you'll see dirty water coming out) 
Run for 1 - 2 minutes (or until the water is clear)
Turn off the filter/pump
Change the valve back to filter, in a clockwise rotation

The majority of sand filters are the same, they will generally have a filter setting, backwash
setting, rinse setting, recirculate setting and a closed setting. NEVER change the setting while the
filter/pump is running! Always un plug the filter/pump. 

How to backwash/when to backwash?
Generally you can tell by the flow of water or by the pressure guage on the filter. If the flow of
water has dropped drastically it's an indication the filter needs to be backwashed. To do so you
need to do the following:

* Don't forget to change the stainer basket as well, you can do this by undoing the lid of the
pump. Make sure you remove all the debri and foreign objects 



Cartridge Filter Maintenance

This filter is a bit trickier, you'll need a bucket on stand by to fill the filter with water.

If you are priming the pump, ensure the valves are closed on the of the pipes (just twist the ends
to close them,  you'll see the valve closing). 
Fill the filter with water right to the top, ensure the pipes are full as well. 
Insert the pipes into the pool. 
Turn the pump on, be sure not to put it onto timer mode. 
After 10-30 seconds, open the valve for the intake, usually sits on the right hand side
Then the filter noise will change
At this point slowly open the valve for the return flow, water should slowly start coming out and
then within 10-30 seconds the filtration will kick in

To clean the filter, you need to:
Close all the valves, then turn off the filter (this needs to be done quickly)
Unscrew the cap, when it's turned off (the filter and pipes should be full of water)
Remove the cartridge filter and hose/wipe it down, removing all dirt and debris
Then insert the cartridge filter
Close the lid, ensuring the rubber seal is in the correct place
Ensure the pipes are in the pool
Turn on the filter, 
Open the intake, 
Wait for the water to circulate (5-10 seconds)
Then open the return valve, 
The filter should kick in and water should now be flowing
 


